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In the process of spontaneous parametric down-conversion, photons from a pump field are converted to

signal and idler photon pairs in a nonlinear crystal. The reversed process, or up-conversion of these pairs

back to single photons in a second crystal, is also possible. Here, we present experimental measurements

of the up-conversion rate with a controlled time delay introduced between the signal and idler photons. As

a function of delay, this rate presents a full width at half maximum of 27.9 fs under our experimental

conditions, and we further demonstrate that group delay dispersion of the photon pairs broadens this

width. These observations are in close agreement with our calculations, thus demonstrating an ultrafast,

nonclassical correlation between the signal and idler waves.
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There are few ways of characterizing photon wave pack-
ets on an ultrafast time scale. While temporal resolution of
a few femtoseconds can be necessary, optical detectors
have a response that is slower by, at least, several orders
of magnitude. One way of overcoming this limitation is
with two-photon interference, as pointed out by Hong et al.
[1]. With femtosecond-level resolution, they determined
the distribution of arrival time intervals between the signal
and idler photons produced by spontaneous parametric
down-conversion (SPDC). Refinements of this approach
have since measured relative signal-idler group delays to a
remarkable precision of 0.1 fs [2].

Other interactions produced with nonclassical light have
been considered in previous works [3–7]. These inter-
actions inspire another possible ultrafast characterization
method: to introduce a controlled delay between the signal
and idler photons of SPDC, overlap them spatially in a
nonlinear crystal, and detect the sum-frequency photon
produced should they up-convert. This approach would
yield high-resolution temporal information about the origi-
nal quanta; indeed, it is analogous to the widely utilized
autocorrelation method of characterizing classical laser
pulses [8], where femtosecond-level resolution is common.
Moreover, it will be shown here that such an approach is
dispersion sensitive, in contrast to the Hong-Ou-Mandel
interferometer [9]. Some years ago, this type of time-
resolved up-conversion was studied with high-gain
( � 1010) parametric light [4]. However, it was soon
pointed out that the approach would be of no use at the
photon level [1], essentially due to the weak nonlinearities
of crystals then available.

Present-day crystals have stronger nonlinearities, and it
is therefore time to readdress this issue. Using an unusually
bright SPDC source, Dayan et al. [5] have provided the
first observations of signal-idler paired up-conversion in a
nonlinear crystal, where photon pair members were kept

perfectly synchronized. Yet, two recent theoretical works
have considered time-resolved, pairwise up-conversion
[6,7], and related experimental results have been reported
[10] that we will discuss later. In part, our purpose is to
present novel, time-resolved experimental results, but we
begin with theoretical considerations.
The two-photon state of SPDC may be written as

j�DCi ¼ j0i þ �
Z

d3 ~ks
Z

d3 ~kifDCð ~ks; ~kiÞâys ð ~ksÞâyi ð ~kiÞj0i;
(1)

where � is related to the conversion efficiency, fDCð ~ks; ~kiÞ
is the joint amplitude, ay�ð ~k�Þ is the creation operator for

the signal (� ¼ s) or idler (� ¼ i) modes with wave vector
~k�, and j0i is the vacuum state. Wewant to describe the up-

conversion of these photon pairs into single photons at the
sum frequency. In the spontaneous conversion limit, the
up-converted state j�UCi can be expressed in the form

j�UCi ¼ ð1þ Û1Þj�DCi ¼
�
1þ 1

i@

Z t

0
dt0t0Ĥðt0Þ

�
j�DCi;

(2)

where (1þ Û1) is the unitary time-evolution operator. The

up-conversion Hamiltonian ĤðtÞ can be expressed in terms
of the nonlinearity dð~rÞ and electric field operators

Êð�Þ
� ð~r; tÞ as

ĤðtÞ ¼
Z

d3 ~rdð ~rÞÊð�Þ
u ð ~r; tÞÊðþÞ

s ð ~r; tÞÊðþÞ
i ð ~r; tÞ þ H:c:;

(3)

where � ¼ u now also include the up-converted mode,
þ (�) denotes positive- (negative-)frequency parts, and
the second term is the Hermitian conjugate. By expressing

each of the electric fields as a Fourier integral in ~k�, and
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performing the integration of Eq. (2), we obtain

Û1 ¼ 2�

i@

Z
d3 ~ku

Z
d3 ~ks

Z
d3 ~kif

�
UCð ~ks; ~ki; ~kuÞ

� �ð!u �!s �!iÞâyu ð ~kuÞâsð ~ksÞâið ~kiÞ: (4)

Defined in terms of kþ� ¼ ks� þ ki� (with � ¼ x; y),

fUCð ~ks; ~ki; ~kuÞ follows from the integration of Eq. (3) as

fUCð ~ks; ~ki; ~kuÞ ¼ �ðkþx � kuxÞ�ðkþy � kuyÞ�UCð ~ks; ~ki; ~kuÞ;
(5)

where �UCð ~ks; ~ki; ~kuÞ is given by sincð�Þ expð�i�Þ with
� ¼ �kzL=2 and �kz ¼ kpz � ksz � kiz � kg, L is the

up-conversion crystal length, and kg ¼ 2�=� is the

wave number associated with the crystal poling period
�. We now assume that the SPDC pump is monochromatic

with frequency !p. In this case we can write fDCð ~ks; ~kiÞ
as �ð!s þ!i �!pÞgð ~ks; ~kiÞ and the up-converted state

of Eq. (2) becomes j�UCi ¼ j0i þ �
R
d2 ~k?u Fð ~k?u Þ �

ayu ð ~k?u ; !pÞj0i. This integral is over only transverse com-

ponents of ~ku, the creation operator label is now expressed

in terms of ~k?u and !p, � includes various constants, and

Fð ~k?u Þ is given by

Fð ~k?u Þ ¼
Z

d3 ~ks�
�
UCð!s; ~k

?
s ;!p �!s; ~k

?
i ;!p; ~k

?
u Þ

� gð!s; ~k
?
s ;!p �!s; ~k

?
u Þ; (6)

where both�UCð�Þ and gð�Þ are now written in terms of the
new variables.

For a plane wave SPDC pump, gð!s; ~k
?
s ;!p �!s; ~k

?
u Þ

is given as �ðkþxÞ�ðkþyÞ�DCð ~ks; ~kiÞ, where �DCð ~ks; ~kiÞ ¼
sincð�Þ expði�Þ, and we have assumed that both crystals
are characterized by the same �. We further assume that,
before the up-conversion crystal, the signal and idler pho-
tons propagate through dispersive optical elements giving
each a spectral phase exp½i��ð!�Þ�, they encounter a

limiting aperture described by pupil function Pð ~k�Þ, and
the signal mode is delayed by 	 [these operations amount

to multiplying fDCð ~ks; ~kiÞ of Eq. (1) by appropriate factors,
which simply carry through the analysis above]. The

up-converted state may then be written as j�UCi ¼ j0i þ
�0j�ð1Þ

UCi with

j�ð1Þ
UCi ¼

�Z
d!sSð!sÞe�i!s	

�
âyu ð0; !pÞj0i; (7)

where

Sð!sÞ ¼
Z

d2 ~k?s sinc2ð ��Þei�kzLei½�sð!sÞþ�ið �!iÞ�Pð ~ksÞPð�~kiÞ;
(8)

and overlined quantities are evaluated with!i ¼ !p �!s

and ~k?i ¼ � ~k?s .

Our main theoretical results are Eqs. (7) and (8). Here,
Sð!sÞ is related to the amplitude spectrum of signal-mode
photons that participate in the up-conversion process. Still,
it is also clear that Sð!sÞ depends on the dispersion im-
posed on both the signal and idler modes through the
second exponential factor of Eq. (8). At the least, this
indicates that control of dispersion is necessary in the
experimental work to be described. We also note that
previous works [6,7] have derived what amount to axial
limits of Eqs. (7) and (8), and for us it is also straightfor-
ward to obtain a simplification of Eq. (8) in the axial case.
However, the factors related to phase matching are strongly
angle-dependent in cases later considered here and, to
obtain accurate results, retaining the form of Eq. (8) is
necessary.
The experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The pump laser was a

single-mode, continuous-wave ring laser of wavelength
532 nm and power 1 W. Its beam was focused to a
45 �m waist in an uncoated, magnesium oxide doped,
5 mm long lithium niobate crystal, which produced the
down-converted light. The crystal was periodically poled
and temperature-controlled to permit phase matching to
nearly axial, copolarized, frequency-degenerate photon
pairs. The emission within a cone of half-angle 2� was
accepted by the aperture of the optical system that
followed.
The light was collimated by a 75 mm focal length lens

and was sent through a SF14 Brewster prism, which de-
viated the pump beam from the system. The down-
converted light passed through four such prisms, symmet-
rically arranged, to compensate for the chirp of the photon
wave packets arising from all dispersive media in their path
[5]. The tip-to-tip spacing of the first or second prism pair
was 352 mm.
In the collimated down-converted beam, transverse mo-

mentum conservation implies that a given photon will have
its pair member on the opposite side of beam center. Thus,
in the light exiting the prisms of Fig. 1, reflecting the upper
part of the beam (containing, say, signal photons) from a
displaceable mirror and reflecting the lower part (idler
photons) from a second, fixed mirror provided the signal-

LN2

τLN1

FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental apparatus. Parametric
down-conversion from lithium niobate crystal LN1 is collimated
and sent through a series of 4 Brewster prisms, to be up-
converted in a similar crystal LN2. Two mirrors (one fixed, the
other on a piezoelectric stage, translated as shown) introduce a
time difference 	 between the upper and lower optical paths.
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idler time difference 	. At beam center, a 1.5 mm inter-
mirror gap guaranteed that any signal or idler photon could
interact with only one mirror, thus dividing reflected pair
members into two distinct, time-shifted modes. A subsid-
iary Michelson interferometer (not shown) with a tunable
source allowed precise angular and spatial alignment of the
mirror pair.

The light was then focused in the second crystal, which
had antireflection coatings but was otherwise identical to
the first. The up-converted flux passed through a BG39
green filter, was focused into a multimode fiber, and was
sent to a SPCM-AQR-13-FC single-photon counting mod-
ule. Using prism insertion to adjust dispersion, the up-
conversion rate for 	 ¼ 0 was maximized (hereafter re-
ferred to as ‘‘optimum dispersion’’). In our results, data are
the count rate obtained over 6 s and, at the close of each
data set, the background rate (detector dark count plus
stray light, �195 s�1) was measured over 30 s and
subtracted.

In Fig. 2(a) we show results for the up-conversion rate
Rð	Þ with optimum dispersion, where a rate of nearly
800 s�1 appears at 	 ¼ 0. This peak decays with width
(full width at half maximum throughout) 27.9 fs, and
minima and secondary maxima appear near, respectively,
	 ¼ �30 and �44 fs. For j	j> 70 fs, Rð	Þ decays to a
noise floor of essentially zero mean. While statistical error
bars are too narrow to be shown clearly, they are consistent
with the residual fluctuations seen (error bars of �13 s�1

near 	 ¼ 0, and �6 s�1 in the noise floor, for example).
This low noise floor indicates that random up-conversion
(i.e., that between unpaired photons) is not significant
under the experimental conditions. As a check on the
validity of these data, Fig. 2(b) shows data taken under
identical conditions, but with phase matching suppressed
in the up-conversion crystal by raising its temperature by
20 �C. Here Rð	Þ has fallen to a noise level of essentially

zero mean, further supporting that the photons of Fig. 2(a)
arose from the desired, phase-matched process.
The consequences of the temporal stretching of the

photon wave packets are shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d).
Returning to the optimum case of Fig. 2(a), windows of
fused silica were then inserted just before the fourth prism
of Fig. 1, spanning the signal and idler paths, to introduce
an identical group delay dispersion�00 in each mode (taken
as the second derivative of accumulated window phase,
calculated at degenerate frequency). In Fig. 2(c) (6 mm
thickness of fused silica, �00 ¼ 99 fs2), the peak of Rð	Þ
has fallen to�640 s�1 and has widened slightly to 29.4 fs.
Using a similar window of twice this thickness (�00 ¼
198 fs2), also in Fig. 2(c), the up-conversion peak contin-
ues to fall (�420 s�1) and widen (36.0 fs width). Finally,
we have the extreme case of Fig. 2(d), where a window of
37 mm of SF10 glass (�00 ¼ 3790 fs2) was employed. A
low, featureless result is obtained at a level of 20� 6 s�1,
indicating that Rð	Þ has been so broadened that pairwise
up-conversion is scarcely observable.
We now compare with theoretical results. Using the

experimental parameters, Rð	Þ was computed from the
squared modulus of the term in the square brackets of
Eq. (7) with �sð!Þ ¼ �ið!Þ, the integration being done
numerically, and the optical system dispersion being cal-
culated exactly. As in the experiment, prism insertion was
varied to find optimum dispersion [i.e., maximum Rð0Þ];
this occurred for a residual system (from first- to second-
crystal centers) group delay dispersion of 28 fs2, which
compensates for quartic dispersion. In Fig. 3(a), this opti-
mal Rð	Þ presents a main peak of width 25.0 fs, with
secondary maxima at 	 ¼ �42 fs. Figure 3(b) shows
Rð	Þ for the additional signal-idler dispersion of 6 and
12 mm of fused silica, which lowers the peaks and broad-
ens the widths to, respectively, 26.0 and 30.9 fs. This trend
continues with increasing dispersion in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)
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FIG. 2 (color online). Experimental results. (a) Up-conversion
rate Rð	Þ versus signal-idler delay 	 for optimum dispersion.
(b) Rð	Þ with up-conversion crystal 20 �C above phase-matching
temperature. Other results are for additional signal-idler paths in
6 mm of fused silica [(c), solid curve], 12 mm of fused silica [(c),
dot-dashed curve], and 37 mm of SF10 glass (d), showing
increasing broadening of Rð	Þ. Data in (c),(d) have been scaled
to correct for Fresnel window losses.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Theoretical results. (a) Up-conversion
rate Rð	Þ (arbitrary units) versus signal-idler delay 	 for
optimum dispersion. Also shown is Rð	Þ for additional common
signal-idler dispersion due to 6 mm of fused silica [(b),
solid curve,�00 ¼ 99 fs2], 12 mm of fused silica [(b), dot-dashed
curve, �00 ¼ 198 fs2], 5 mm of SF10 glass [(c), �00 ¼ 513 fs2] ,
and 37 mm of SF10 glass [(d), �00 ¼ 3790 fs2].
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to the extent that peaks no longer appear at 	 ¼ 0. The
comparison with our experimental results is quite good, as
may be seen by comparing Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 3(d) with
plots at similar spatial positions in Fig. 2. The most sig-
nificant difference is that the calculated Rð	Þ is slightly
narrower; much of this difference arises because the theo-
retical single-photon SPDC bandwidth (130 nm) is broader
than that experimentally measured (115 nm), which im-
plies shorter wave packets in the calculations.

Experimental results that parallel ours, but that have
significant differences, have been reported elsewhere
[10]. There, a V-shaped spectral phase mask centered at
the degenerate frequency was applied to both photons,
producing a relative time shift between the lower- and
higher-frequency pair members. It is readily shown that
this amounts to replacing the factor expð�i!s	Þ in Eq. (7)
with expð�ij!s �!p=2j	Þ which, for a given Sð!sÞ, pro-
duces a different up-conversion trace Rð	Þ. For example,
with a Gaussian Sð!sÞ our Eq. (7) predicts a GaussianRð	Þ,
while the approach of Ref. [10] predicts a curve 1.7 times
wider, with tails similar to a Lorentzian. Moreover, it is
readily shown that the approach of Ref. [10] predicts
skewness in curves analogous to Fig. 3(b), since dispersion
produces time shifts between the lower- and higher-
frequency pair members (although we do not reproduce
these calculations here). In contrast, our experiment in-
stead relies on spatial separation to define the signal and
idler modes, and the spectral content of each mode is left
intact. Thus, while our method produces a pure time shift
between the two modes, the approach of Ref. [10] implies a
temporal reshaping of the single photons.

It is also notable that up-conversion of single photons
with a classical laser beam has been demonstrated [11],
and an extension of this approach has been reported in
which each member of a given signal-idler pair up-converts
with the same ultrafast laser pulse [12]. What is obtained,
after averaging, is the two-dimensional histogram of signal
and idler arrival times with respect to the laser pulses, with
resolution determined by the pulse width (150 fs) [12]. In
comparison, our method is intrinsically only one-
dimensional in time, although it has at least 2 orders of
magnitude more resolution, depending simply on mirror
positioning accuracy. Finally, it is significant that our
approach is highly sensitive to group delay dispersion of
the photon pairs while, in the similar case of a monochro-
matic SPDC pump, the Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer is
not [9]. In fact, in the phase term of Eq. (8), the phase factor

expði�kzL=2Þ expfi½�sð!sÞ þ�ið �!iÞ�g is that associated
with the dispersed two-photon state itself, and thus our
approach provides a fairly direct, high-sensitivity means
of probing the consequences of its dispersion. Because of
slow detector response, observing group delay dispersion
effects through direct detection of signal and idler arrival
times has required �105 times more dispersion than we
easily see, for example, in the cases of Figs. 2(c) and 3(b)
[13]. Based on the sensitivity of our calculations, we

estimate that �10 fs2 of group delay dispersion could be
observed with our method [in either the signal or idler
mode, or distributed in both, as is clear from the phase
terms of Eq. (8)]. However, an experimental demonstration
of this sensitivity is beyond the scope of our work.
In conclusion, we have reported results in which en-

tangled photon pairs are up-converted with a controlled
time delay introduced between the signal and idler pho-
tons. We have thus demonstrated an ultrafast, nonclassical
correlation between the signal and idler waves, even for
our case of a continuous-wave, single-mode SPDC pump.
Our theoretical analysis has developed an expression for
the up-converted amplitude that is strongly dependent on
the dispersion of the signal and idler modes. In experi-
ments, the signal photons have been spatially separated
from the idlers, delayed with the femtosecond-level reso-
lution inherent in a piezoelectric stage, and then recom-
bined with the idlers for up-conversion. Close agreement
has been demonstrated between the observed and predicted
up-conversion rates as a function of signal-idler time delay.
We believe that this technique is a valuable tool for the
characterization of entangled photon pairs at the femto-
second level.
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